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Company: The First Group

Location: Dubai

Category: healthcare-practitioners-and-technical

Overview

Comprising of award-winning hotels and restaurants, The First Collection is an innovative

lifestyle brand offering exciting hospitality services and unforgettable dining experiences.

portfolio of five operational hotels are renowned for their world-class service and cutting-edge

amenities designed to ease guests into their stay. The First Collection at JVC opened in

September 2021 and is the first branded and managed hotel under the group. , offers

comfortable studios and one-bedroom apartments in the heart of the city, and is owned and

managed by The First Collection. Bringing to the market a range of franchised properties,

the group also manages and , which are franchises of the Wyndham Group. While

Citadines Metro Central Dubai, offers hotel apartments in a prime location and is a franchise

of The Ascott Limited.

The First Collection’s restaurants offer exceptional and original dining experiences that focus

on creating unique lifestyle-driven dining concepts with a strong emphasis on quality and

affordability. The rapidly growing portfolio of restaurants, cafes and bars features a dynamic

mix of homegrown brands and recognised International franchises, including MasterChef,

the TV Experience – the world’s first restaurant based on the global TV phenomenon. With

an emphasis on social dining, this exciting restaurant portfolio is helping establish the

collection of upscale and upper midscale hotels among Dubai’s hottest gastronomic and

lifestyle destinations.

With ambitious growth plans in the years ahead , The First Collection will be opening

numerous upper scale hotels and a series of dining concepts throughout Dubai.
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Job Description

Responsibilities:

To receive and follow for day to day maintenance call.

Report the summary of job carried out for individual guest rooms and common area including

all used Materials.

To carry out any ceramic tiling, retiling, silicon and grouting work.

In addition to carry out Brick laying, hollow block work. Cement plaster work, Casting of

plain cement concrete.

Modification and installation work for marble top and granite panel for wash basin and kitchen

top counter.

To prepare the surface ready for application of paint such as sanding, filling, joint repair and re

cleaning work

To carry out all types of painting work such as application of water base, oil base epoxy paints

and top coat paints.

Proper application on gypsum, cemented, wooden, blocks, etc.

Provide assistant to the team whenever requested for any issues to complete project smoothly

and safely.

Contribute to guest satisfaction standard by ensuring that technical support services quickly

address. Ensuring first safely meaning and comfort of guest.

Ensure the quality of all completed by both employers and external contracted staff adheres

to the standard of good engineering practice.

Study for consumable spare materials rectification and want on repair instead of replacement

with in limitation for saving and safety consideration.

Desired Skill & Expertise

Very well versed all the masonary works.

Should be expert in tiles and marble installation.



Should have knowledge of making new staructures and repairs on existing structures.

Expert in Hollow block work. 

Should have knowledge of Wall painting , cieling painting , Epoxy painting , Furniture

painting and Sparya painting.
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